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Nonlinear System Identification with Prior Knowledge of the
Region of Attraction
Mohammad Khosravi∗ and Roy S. Smith†‡
Abstract
We consider the problem of nonlinear system identification when prior knowledge is available on
the region of attraction (ROA) of an equilibrium point. We propose an identification method in the
form of an optimization problem, minimizing the fitting error and guaranteeing the desired stability
property. The problem is approached by joint identification the dynamics and a Lyapunov function
verifying the stability property. In this setting, the hypothesis set is a reproducing kernel Hilbert space,
and with respect to each point of the given subset of the ROA, the Lie derivative inequality of the
Lyapunov function imposes a constraint. The problem is a non-convex infinite-dimensional optimization
with infinite number of constraints. To obtain a tractable formulation, only a suitably designed finite
subset of the constraints are considered. The resulting problem admits a solution in form of a linear
combination of the sections of the kernel and its derivatives. An equivalent optimization problem with
a quadratic cost function subject to linear and bilinear constraints is derived. A suitable change of
variable gives a convex reformulation of the problem. To reduce the number of hyperparameters, the
optimization problem is adapted to the case of diagonal kernels. The method is demonstrate by means
of an example.
1 Introduction
The identification of nonlinear systems has received significant attention due to its potential in modeling
various phenomena in science and engineering [1]. Given the measurement data, the techniques of optimiza-
tion, statistics, and system identification are to mathematically model the physical systems [2]. In many
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situations modeling involves more than fitting nonlinear dynamics to the measurement data; one should
include additional features as prior knowledge which are expected according to our understanding of the
system. For example, the system properties like stability, passivity and positivity are already considered
for the identification of linear dynamics [3–5].
For nonlinear systems, stabilizability of the dynamics is considered as a part of the identification problem
in [6,7]. Identification of a stable nonlinear dynamical system has been studied in [8–13] mainly motivated
by imitation learning. In [8], hidden Markov models and Gaussian mixtures are used for modeling the
dynamics. A similar approach is presented in [9] with guaranteed global stability. In [10], a two-stage
approach is presented where, first a parametric Lyapunov function as well as a model for the dynamics are
learned, and then, the learned dynamics is stabilized using the Lyapunov function. The approach presented
in [11] models the dynamics as a weakly nonlinear system which consists of a stable linear part for capturing
the baseline behavior, and a nonlinear part to account for more complex phenomena, and a phase variable
for the coupling these two parts. It is shown in [11] that the derived model is stable and time-varying.
An identification method is introduced for learning a globally stable system in [12]. Similar to the current
paper, the hypothesis space in [12] is a smooth vector-valued reproducing kernel Hilbert space (SVRKHS)
[7,14,15]. Meanwhile, the stability condition in [12] is only imposed locally over the data points by forcing
the eigenvalues of the corresponding Jacobian to be negative at sampling points.
In this paper, we propose a nonlinear system identification method designed to include the available
knowledge on a subset of the region of attraction (ROA) of a stable equilibrium point. Assuming that
this stability property can be verified by a quadratic Lyapunov function, the problem is then formulated
as a joint nonparametric estimation over a hypothesis space for the unknown dynamics, characterized
here by a SVRKHS, and also, the space of positive definite matrices in order to determine the Lyapunov
function. The resulting formulation is a non-convex optimization problem over an infinite dimensional space
with infinite number of bilinear constraints, arising from the Lie derivative of the Lyapunov function with
respect the points of the given subset of ROA. In order to make the problem tractable, we first introduce
a suitable finite subset of the given subset of ROA such that verifying the Lie derivative inequality on
these points guarantees the desired stability property. Following this, we reformulate the problem into a
finite dimensional optimization problem with a quadratic cost function, and linear and bilinear constraints,
modeling the stability of the system at the equilibrium point and in the given region. We prove that this
problem admits a solution with a linear parametric representation in terms of the sections of the kernel
as well as its derivatives. Using a non-obvious change of variables, we derive a convex reformulation of
the problem. Following this, in order to mitigate the hyperparameter tuning issue, we present the case for
diagonal kernels. The method is demonstrated numerically by means of an example.
2 Notations and Preliminaries
The set of natural numbers, the set of non-negative integers, the set of real numbers, the n-dimensional
Euclidean space and the space of n by m real matrices are denoted by N, Z≥ 0, R, Rn and Rn×m respectively.
The identity matrix and zero vector in the Euclidean space are denoted by I and 0 respectively. The set
of symmetric positive definite matrices in Rn×n is denoted by Sn++. For any pair of symmetric matrices
X,Y ∈ Rn×n, we write X  Y if X − Y ∈ Sn++. Given W ∈ Sn++, ‖ · ‖W is a norm on Rn defined as
‖x‖W := xTWx, for any x ∈ Rn. When W = I, we drop subscript W. The disk in Rn with center c
and radius r > 0 is denoted by B(c, r) and defined as B(c, r) := {x ∈ Rn | ‖x − c‖ < r}. For a vector
α = (αi)
n
i=1 ∈ Zn≥ 0, we define |α| :=
∑n
i=1 αi ≤ s and for a function f of n variables we denote the partial
derivative ∂
α1
∂x
α1
1
. . . ∂
αn
∂xαnn
f(x) by ∂αf(x). Similarly, if f is a function with k multivariable arguments, ∂iαf
denotes the partial derivative of f with respect to the ith argument. The derivative operator is denoted by
D, i.e., the derivative of f is shown by Df . The interior of set X is denoted by X o. Let X be a compact
subset of Rn such that X is the closure of X o. Then, Cs(X ,Rn) is defined as the Banach space of functions
g : X → Rn where ∂αg|X o is well-defined and has a continuous extension to X , for any α ∈ Zn≥ 0 such that
|α| ≤ s. The norm on Cs(X ,Rn) is defined as
‖g‖Cs(X ,Rn) =
∑
α∈Zn≥ 0,|α|≤s
sup
x
‖∂αf(x)‖.
One can define C2s(X ×X ,Rn×n) similarly. Let Y be a set and C be a subset of Y. The indicator function
of C, denoted by IC , is defined as IC(y) = 0, if y ∈ C and IC(y) =∞, otherwise.
3 Problem Statement
Let U be an open domain in Rn and f : U → Rn be an unknown vector field defined on U which is C2(U ,Rn).
Consider the corresponding dynamical system defined as
x˙ = f(x), x(0) = x0, (1)
where x0 ∈ U is the initial point. Denote the solution of (1), at time instant t ≥ 0, by x(t; x0). Let the
origin be an asymptotically stable equilibrium of dynamical system (1). Also, let the corresponding region
of attraction (ROA) be denoted by ΩROA, i.e., we have
ΩROA := {x0 ∈ U | lim
t→∞ x(t; x0) = 0}. (2)
Let Ω be a known inner approximation for the region of attraction of the origin. More precisely, Ω is a
known compact set with non-empty interior such that 0 ∈ Ω ⊆ ΩROA.
Consider a set of trajectories of system, like {x(·; xi0) | 1 ≤ i ≤ nT}, where the corresponding initial
points belong to ΩROA, i.e., {x10, . . . , xnT0 } ⊂ ΩROA. For any i = 1, . . . , nT, suppose that the ith trajectory
is sampled at time instants 0 ≤ ti1 < ti2 < · · · < tini where ni ∈ N. Let xik denote x(tik; xi0), for 1 ≤ k ≤ ni.
Given these samples, one can estimate the time derivative of x(·; xi0) at the sampling time instants. This
estimation can be performed using various techniques, e.g. see [16] and the references therein, or by
simply utilizing a nonlinear regression method and subsequently obtaining the derivatives numerically or
analytically. Let these estimations be denoted by yik, for 1 ≤ k ≤ ni. One should note that yik is an
approximation of f(xik). Considering these samples of trajectories and their estimated derivatives, we get a
set of data, denoted by D , which contains (xik, y
i
k) pairs. For notation simplicity, we drop the superscripts
and simply show set D as {(xj , yj) | 1 ≤ j ≤ m}, where m =
∑nT
i=1 ni.
Problem. Given that origin is a stable equilibrium point of (1) and the set Ω is provided as the prior
knowledge about the region of attraction of the origin, the problem is to estimate the unknown vector field
f , in a given class of functions F ⊆ C2(U ,Rn), using the set of data D .
In the next section, we introduce a tractable formulation of this problem as a nonparametric estimation.
The formulation can be extended to the case of multiple equilibria and multiple regions of attraction.
4 Main Results: Identification Method
We know that f satisfies the constraint that x = 0 is an equilibrium point of (1), i.e., f(0) = 0. Moreover,
we know that x = 0 is stable and Ω is a subset of the corresponding region of attraction. Assume that
these stability features of f can be verified by an unspecified quadratic Lyapunov function V (x) = 12x
TPx
where here P is a positive definite matrix. More precisely, there exist an unknown  > 0 and an unknown
positive definite matrix P  I such that
DV (x)f(x) = xTPf(x) ≤ −‖x‖2, ∀x ∈ Ω. (3)
In the estimation problem, we need to minimize the fitting error,
∑m
i=1 ‖yi−f(xi)‖2W, subject to f ∈ F ,
f(0) = 0 and (3). There are two main issues: the correct choice of function class F , and dealing with the
(uncountable) infinite number of constraints introduced in (3). These issues are addressed in this section.
4.1 From Infinite to Finite Number of Constraints
Since an optimization problem with an infinite-dimensional feasible set and infinite number of imposed
constraints can lead to intractability, particularly when the problem is non-convex as it is here, we need
to introduce a finite number of suitable constraints implying (3). To this end, the notion of (α, β)-grid is
introduced in the next definition. One should note that, based on the discussed given below, the (α, β)-grid
is a suitably selected finite subset of Ω such that verifying stability condition on its elements implies the
desired stability feature given in (3).
Definition 1. Let {z1, . . . , zng} be a finite subset of Ω\{0} denoted by Z. We say Z is an (α, β)-grid for
Ω if
Ω ⊆
( ng⋃
i=1
B(zi, α‖zi‖)
)
∪ B(0, β). (4)
The role of (α, β)-grid in the estimation problem is shown by the next theorem. Define L1,f and L2,f
respectively as
L1,f := supx∈Ω ‖Df(x)‖,
L2,f := supx∈Ω suph1,h2∈B(0,1) |D2f(x)(h1, h2)|.
(5)
Since f is C2(U ,Rn), we have that L1,f , L2,f <∞.
Theorem 1. Let Z := {z1, . . . , zng} ⊂ Ω\{0} and P ∈ Sn be such that
zTi Pf(zi) ≤ −‖zi‖2, ∀i = 1, . . . , ng,
1
2(PDf(0) + Df(0)
TP)  −I,
P  I,
(6)
Given  ∈ (0, 1), let α and β be real positive scalars where
α ≤
(
1 + L1,f‖P‖
+ L1,f‖P‖
) 1
2
− 1, β ≤ 1− 
L2,f‖P‖ , (7)
and Z be an (α, β)-grid for Ω. Then, the following holds
xTPf(x) ≤ −‖x‖2, ∀x ∈ Ω. (8)
Proof. Let x ∈ Ω. Since Z is an (α, β)-grid, then by (4), we know that x either belongs to B(0, β), or it
belongs to B(zi, α‖zi‖), for some 1 ≤ i ≤ ng.
Case I: Assume that x ∈ B(0, β), i.e., ‖x‖ < β. Since, f is C2(U ,Rn≥0) and f(0) = 0, from Taylor expansion
at origin, we have that
f(x) = Df(0)x + r(x), (9)
where r : U → Rn is a C2(U ,Rn) function such that
sup
x∈Ω,x 6=0
‖r(x)‖
‖x‖2 ≤ L2,f . (10)
Accordingly, one can easily see that
xTPf(x) =
1
2
xT
(
PDf(0) + Df(0)TP
)
x + xTPr(x).
Due to (6), (10), and the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, we have
xTPf(x) ≤ −‖x‖2 + ‖P‖L2,f‖x‖3.
According to (7) and since ‖x‖ < β, we have
xTPf(x) ≤ −‖x‖2.
Case II: Assume that x ∈ B(zi, α‖zi‖), i.e., x = zi + a where a is a vector such that ‖a‖ < α‖zi‖. From the
triangle inequality, we have that
−‖zi‖2(1 + α)2 ≤ −(‖zi‖+ ‖a‖)2 ≤ −‖x‖2. (11)
Due to (5), L1,f is a Lipschitz constant for f . Therefore, we have
‖f(zi + a)− f(zi)‖ ≤ L1,f‖a‖, (12)
and
‖f(zi + a)‖ ≤ L1,f
(‖zi‖+ ‖a‖), (13)
where the second inequality follows from f(0) = 0 and the triangle inequality. From (6) and the Cauchy-
Schwartz inequality, we have
xTPf(x) = zTi Pf(zi) + z
T
i P(f(zi + a)− f(zi)) + aTPf(zi + a)
≤ −‖zi‖2 + ‖Pzi‖‖f(zi + a)− f(zi)‖+ ‖Pa‖‖f(zi + a)‖.
Note that ‖Pa‖ ≤ ‖P‖‖a‖ and ‖Pzi‖ ≤ ‖P‖‖zi‖, for any i = 1, . . . , ng. Therefore, from (12) and (13), we
have
xTPf(x) ≤ −‖zi‖2 + ‖P‖‖zi‖‖f(zi + a)− f(zi)‖+ ‖P‖‖a‖‖f(zi + a)‖
≤ −‖zi‖2 + ‖P‖‖zi‖ L1,f‖a‖+ ‖P‖‖a‖ L1,f (‖zi‖+ ‖a‖).
Since ‖a‖ < α‖zi‖, one can conclude that
xTPf(x) < −‖zi‖2(1− 2‖P‖L1,fα− ‖P‖L1,fα2). (14)
From (7), one can see that
1− 2‖P‖L1,fα− ‖P‖L1,fα2 ≥ (1 + α)2. (15)
Due to (11), (14), and (15), we have that
xTPf(x) < −(1 + α)2‖zi‖2 ≤ −‖x‖2. (16)
This concludes the proof. 
Remark 1. Theorem 1 guarantees that in order to satisfy the infinite number of constraints given in (3),
it is enough to satisfy the finite number of constraints introduced in (6), given a suitable (α, β)-grid for Ω.
Remark 2. One can verify that if (8) holds for a positive-definite matrix P, then a scaled version of P
satisfies the inequalities given in (6). This can be interpreted as the other direction of Theorem 1.
Theorem 2. For any α, β > 0, an (α, β)-grid exists for Ω.
Proof. Since
Ω ⊆ ∪z∈Ω,z6=0B(z, α‖z‖) ∪ B(z, β) (17)
and Ω is a compact set, this open cover has a finite sub-cover. Hence, there exist {z1, . . . , zng} ⊂ Ω\{0}
such that (4) holds. 
Remark 3. For the given Ω, there are infinite choices for (α, β)-grids. Moreover, one can see that taking
small values for α and β results in fine and large (α, β)-grid.
4.2 Identifying the Dynamics in the Smooth Vector-valued Reproducing Kernel Hilbert
Spaces
The function class taken for approximating the unknown vector field is a type of Hilbert spaces called smooth
vector-valued reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces (SVRKHS) which are introduced below (see [7, 14, 15] for
more details). Based on the suitable structure of SVRKHS, we will prove that the problem admits a
solution with a specific finite linear parametric form. This allows reducing the optimization problem to the
coefficients of this representation and subsequently, a tractable finite-dimensional optimization problem is
obtained.
Let X be a compact subset of Rn with non-empty interior X o such that X is the closure of X o and
Ω ⊂ X o.
Definition 2. A Smooth Vector-valued Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (SVRKHS), denoted by H, is a
Hilbert space of functions g ∈ Cs(X ,Rn) such that for any x ∈ X , we have supg∈H,‖g‖H≤1 ‖g(x)‖ <∞.
Definition 3. The function K ∈ C2s(X × X ,Rn×n) is an operator-valued positive-definite Mercer kernel
[7] when for any m ∈ N, x, y, x1, . . . , xm ∈ X and a1, . . . , am ∈ Rn, we have K(y, x) = K(x, y)T and∑
1≤i,j≤m a
T
i K(xi, xj)aj ≥ 0.
For any x ∈ X , let Kx denote the function defined by K(x, ·) : X → Rn. This is called the section of
kernel K at x or the feature map.
Theorem 3 ([7]). With respect to any Mercer kernel K ∈ C2s(X × X ,Rn×n), there exists a SVRKHS of
functions g ∈ Cs(X ,Rn), denoted by HK and endowed with inner product 〈·, ·〉HK and norm ‖ · ‖HK, such
that for any (x, y) ∈ X × Rn and for any α ∈ Zn≥ 0 with |α| ≤ s, we have
i) ∂1αKxy ∈ HK, and
ii) 〈g, ∂1αKxy〉HK = yT∂αg(x), for all g ∈ HK.
The second feature is called the reproducing property.
We suppose that the kernel K is suitably chosen such that function h : X → Rn, defined as h(x) := x,
belongs to HK. A simple example is K(x, y) defined as k(x, y)I where k is a polynomial kernel. Also,
let assume T ∈ Sn++ is a positive-definite finite-dimensional transformation such that Tf ∈ HK, i.e., T is
a positive-definite change of coordinates on Rn which transforms the vector filed f to an element of HK.
More precisely, we know that g ∈ HK where g : Ω → Rn is defined as g(x) = T
(
f(x)
)
, for any x ∈ Ω. For
example T might be a scaling of the identity matrix. Note that this is mainly a technical assumption which
is used later to simplify the mathematical arguments.
Let the fitting loss or the error function, denoted by LD,Z , be the function LD : HK → R defined as
LD(f) :=
ns∑
i=1
‖yi − f(xi)‖2W, (18)
where W ∈ Sn++ is an error weighting matrix. Additionally, we can consider a suitable kernel-based
regularization due to Tf ∈ HK. More precisely, let the regularization function R : HK → R≥0 be defined
as R(Tf) := ‖Tf‖2HK . The identification problem is now formulated as following
min
f∈C
ns∑
i=1
LD,Z(f) + λR(Tf) (19)
where λ > 0 is the regularization weight and C is the set of smooth vector fields such that x = 0 is a stable
equilibrium point and attractive in the region Ω, and also, for any f ∈ C, we have that Tf ∈ HK. Note that
(19) is a non-convex optimization problem with an infinite-dimensional feasible set and infinite number of
constraints. In the followings, we show that this problem has a tractable reformulation.
Due to Theorem 1, for imposing the stability feature given in (3), it is sufficient to take a suitable
(α, β)-grid, like Z = {z1, . . . , zng}, and solve optimization problem over the grid,
min
f∈C2(U ,R2), P∈Sn++
ns∑
i=1
‖yi − f(xi)‖2W + λ‖Tf‖2HK
s.t. zTi Pf(zi) ≤ −‖zi‖2, ∀i = 1, . . . , ng,
1
2(PDf(0) + Df(0)
TP)  −I,
f(0) = 0,
Tf ∈ HK,
P  I.
(20)
The existence of such a grid is guaranteed by Theorem 2. Rewriting optimization problem (20) in terms of
g, one has
min
g∈HK, PI
ns∑
i=1
‖yi − T−1g(xi)‖2W + λ‖g‖2HK
s.t. zTi PT
−1g(zi) ≤ −‖zi‖2, ∀i = 1, . . . , ng,
1
2(PT
−1Dg(0) + Dg(0)TT−1P)  −I,
g(0) = 0.
(21)
The problem (21) in a non-convex infinite-dimensional optimization and therefore, it is not tractable.
However, in order to address this issue, we derive a finite dimensional problem equivalent to (21).
With respect to a given P ∈ Sn++, we define FP as
FP :=
{
g ∈ HK
∣∣∣ zTi PT−1g(zi) ≤ −‖zi‖2, ∀i = 1, . . . , ng,
1
2
(PT−1Dg(0) + Dg(0)TT−TP)  −I, g(0) = 0
}
.
(22)
Theorem 4. For any P  I, the set FP is a non-empty, closed and convex subset of HK.
Proof. Since P and T are positive definite matrices, all of the eigenvalues of matrix M defined as M :=
1
2(PT
−1 + T−TP) are strictly larger than zero. Let the function gγ : X → Rn be defined as gγ(x) = −2γ−1x
where γ is a positive real scalar smaller than smallest eigenvalue of M. Since −12γgγ ∈ HK, we know that
gγ ∈ HK. We have
zTi PT
−1gγ(zi) = −2γ−1zTi Mzi ≤ −‖zi‖2,
and
1
2
(PT−1Dgγ(0) + Dgγ(0)TT−1P) = −2γ−1M  −I.
Moreover, we know that gγ(0) = 0. Therefore, gγ ∈ FP and thus, FP is non-empty. The convexity of
FP is due to the linear dependency of the left-hand sides of the constraints with respect to g. Now, let
(gk)
∞
k=1 ∈ FP be a sequence converging to g ∈ HK. Let y be an arbitrary vector in Rn. Then, for any
x ∈ X and any α ∈ Zn≥ 0, due to the reproducing property and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have
|yT(∂αg(x)− ∂αgk(x))| = |〈g − gk, ∂1αKxy〉HK |
≤ ‖g − gk‖HK‖∂1αKxy‖HK .
This shows that limk→∞ ∂αgk(x) = ∂αg(x). Therefore, we have
lim
k→∞
gk(0) = g(0), lim
k→∞
Dgk(0) = Dg(0),
and
lim
k→∞
∂αgk(zi) = ∂αg(zi), ∀i = 1, . . . , ng.
Since for any k ∈ N, gk satisfies the constraints and the left-hand sides of the constraints depend linearly
on gk and g, it follows that, the constraints are also satisfied by g, i.e., g ∈ FP. Hence, FP is a closed subset
of HK. 
For ease of notation, define p := ns + ng,m := 1 + p + n, and also, set x0 = 0, and xi = zi−ns , for
1 + ns ≤ i ≤ p.
Theorem 5. For any P  I and λ > 0, the optimization problem
min
g∈FP
ns∑
i=1
‖yi − T−1g(xi)‖2W + λ‖g‖2HK , (23)
has a unique solution, denoted by g∗P. Moreover, there exist vectors {ai}pi=0 and {bj}nj=1 such that, g∗P, the
solution of (23), is in the following form
g∗P =
p∑
i=0
Kxiai +
n∑
j=1
∂1jK0bj . (24)
Proof. Define J : HK → R ∪ {+∞} as
J (g) :=
ns∑
i=1
‖yi − T−1g(xi)‖2W + λ‖g‖2HK + IFP(g),
for any g ∈ HK. According to Theorem 4, FP is a non-empty, closed, and convex set, and therefore IFP is
a proper lower-semicontinuous convex function [17]. Let gγ be the element of HK introduced in the proof
of Theorem 4. Since gγ ∈ FP, we have IFP(gγ) = 0. Also, we know that
∑ns
i=1 ‖yi + 2γ−1T−1xi‖2W < ∞.
Therefore,
∑ns
i=1 ‖yi − T−1g(xi)‖2W is a proper and continuous convex function with respect to g. Since
λ > 0 and ‖gγ‖HK < ∞, we have that J is a proper and lower-semicontinuous strongly convex function.
Therefore, ming∈HK J (g) has a unique (finite) solution [17], which means that (23) admits a unique solution
with finite cost. Define set V ⊆ HK as
V :=
{ p∑
i=0
Kxiai +
n∑
j=1
∂1jK0bj
∣∣∣ a0, . . . , ap,b1, . . . ,bn ∈ Rn}.
This is a finite-dimensional subspace of HK and consequently, it is a closed subspace. Hence, one can
decompose g∗P as g
∗
P = g
‖
P + g
⊥
P where g
‖
P ∈ V and g⊥P ∈ V⊥. Therefore, for any y ∈ Rn and for any
i = 0, . . . , p, from the reproducing property, we have yTg⊥P (xi) = 〈g⊥P ,Kxiy〉HK = 0 and subsequently,
we have yTg‖P(xi) = y
Tg∗P(xi). Accordingly, one can conclude that g
‖
P(xi) = g
∗
P(xi), for any i = 0, . . . , p.
Similarly, due to the reproducing property, we have
yTDg⊥P (0) = [y
T∂11g
⊥
P (0), . . . , y
T∂1ng
⊥
P (0)]
= [〈g⊥P , ∂11K0y〉HK , . . . , 〈g⊥P , ∂1nK0y〉HK ]
= 0T,
which shows that Dg⊥P (0) is zero and subsequently, Dg
‖
P(0) = Dg
∗
P(0). As g
∗
P ∈ FP, it follows that g‖P ∈ FP.
Also, we have
ns∑
i=1
‖yi − T−1g‖(xi)‖2W =
ns∑
i=1
‖yi − T−1g(xi)‖2W,
and
‖g‖2HK = ‖g‖‖2HK + ‖g⊥‖2HK ≥ ‖g‖‖2HK .
We need to have ‖g⊥‖2HK = 0, otherwise g‖ is a feasible solution with objective value strictly smaller than
minimum of the objective function. This means that g = g‖ ∈ V and g∗P has the form given in (24). 
For simplicity of notation, we define ai = bi−p−1, for m − n ≤ i ≤ m − 1, and vector a ∈ Rnm as
a := [aT0 . . . a
T
m−1]T.
In the next theorem, we introduce a finite dimensional version of (21). First, we need to introduce
required notations. Define matrix K ∈ Rmn×mn and Ki ∈ Rn×mn respectively as K := [Ki1,i2 ]m−1,m−1i1=0,i2=0 and
Ki := [Ki,0, . . . ,Ki,m−1], for any i = 0, . . . ,m, where Ki1,i2 is given, for any i1, i2 = 0, . . . ,m, as
Ki1,i2 :=

K(xi2 , xi1), 0 ≤ i1, i2 ≤ p,
∂1i2−pK(0, xi1), 0 ≤ i1 ≤ p < i2 < m,
∂2i1−pK(xi2 ,0), 0 ≤ i2 ≤ p < i1 < m,
∂2i1−p∂
1
i2−pK(0,0), p+ 1 ≤ i1, i2 < m.
(25)
Define the function k : X → Rn×nm as
k(x) :=
[
Kx0(x), . . . ,Kxp(x), ∂
1
1K0(x), . . . , ∂
1
nK0(x)
]
, ∀x ∈ X . (26)
Based on this definition, one can easily see that Ki = k(xi), for any i = 0, . . . ,m. Due to the reproducing
property, we have the following proposition.
Propositon 6. Let a ∈ Rnm and g : X → Rn be defined such that g(x) = k(x)a, for any x ∈ X . Then, we
have that g ∈ HK and ‖g‖2HK = aTKa.
Theorem 7. Consider the following optimization problem
min
PI, a∈Rnm
D∈Rn×n
ns∑
i=1
‖yi − T−1Kia‖2W + λaTKa
s.t. xTi PT
−1Kia ≤ −‖xi‖2, ∀i = p− ng + 1, . . . , p,
D =
[
Km−n+1a . . . Km−1a Kma
]
,
1
2(PT
−1D + DTT−1P)  −I,
K0a = 0.
(27)
Then, for each solution of (27), one can find a solution for (21) with same cost value.
Proof. One can restate optimization problem (21) in the following form
min
PI
(
min
g∈FP
ns∑
i=1
‖yi − T−1g(xi)‖2W + λ‖g‖2HK
)
. (28)
From Theorem 5, we know that the solution of the inner problem is in the form of g(x) = k(x)a, for a vector
a ∈ Rmn. Utilizing the reproducing property of the kernel and according to (25), substituting g(x) = k(x)a
in (21), results in optimization problem (28). Solving (28), we obtain a,P,D, and subsequently, g. 
Due to Theorem 7, in order to solve (21), it is sufficient to find the solutions of (27), which is a finite-
dimensional optimization. One can see that (27) is a finite dimensional optimization problem with a convex
cost and, linear and bilinear constraints, and subsequently, it is not a convex optimization.
Note that the kernel K is characterized by a number of constants called hyperparameters. Here, this is
implicitly assumed and for the sake of more transparent discussion, we have dropped this dependency in
the notations. The hyperparameters are required to be estimated based on the data. This is commonly
done using a cross-validation routine. The hyperparameter estimation is essentially a computationally
demanding procedure, especially when the kernel has a large number of hyperparameters, which can be
the case when operator-valued kernels are used. The non-convexity of problem increases the computational
complexity of the hyperparameters estimation to the point of potential intractability. These issues will be
addressed in the following section.
4.3 Diagonal Kernels
In order to alleviate the issue of having a large number of hyperparameters, we take the kernel K as a
diagonal kernel in the form of K(x, y) = k(x, y)I, where k ∈ C2s(X ×X ,R) is a scalar valued Mercer kernel.
Define k : X → Rm as
k(x) :=
[
kx0(x) . . . kxp(x) ∂
1
1k0(x) . . . ∂
1
nk0(x)
]T
, ∀x ∈ X . (29)
By defining the matrix A ∈ Rn×m as A := [a0 . . . am−1], one can see that for the unique solution of (23),
we have g∗P = Ak. Similar to K and {Ki}mi=0, we define matrices K ∈ Rm×m and Ki ∈ Rm×1 respectively
as K := [Ki1,i2 ]
m,m
i1=0,i2=0
and Ki := [Ki,0, . . . ,Ki,m]T, for any i = 1, . . . ,m, where, for each i1, i2 = 0, . . . ,m,
Ki1,i2 is defined similarly to (25) but based on k. Also, let J ∈ Rm×n be the Jacobian or derivative of k at
x = 0, i.e.,
J :=
[
∂1k(0) . . . ∂nk(0)
]
. (30)
Accordingly, we have Dg(0) = AJ. Due to the reproducing property, we have the following proposition.
Propositon 8. Let A ∈ Rm×n and g : X → Rn be defined such that g(x) = Ak(x), for any x ∈ X . Then,
we have that g ∈ Hk and ‖g‖2Hk = tr
(
AKAT
)
.
Based on the discussion above, analogous to (27), we can introduce the following optimization problem
min
PI
A∈Rn×m
ns∑
i=1
‖yi − T−1AKi‖2W + λ tr
(
AKAT
)
s.t. xTi PT
−1AKi ≤ −‖xi‖2, ∀i = p− ng + 1, . . . , p,
1
2(PT
−1AJ + JTATT−1P)  −I,
AK0 = 0.
(31)
One should note that, the complexity of this optimization problem, in terms of the number of variables and
constraints, is significantly lower than (27), especially when the dimension of the state space, n, is large.
4.4 Towards a Convex Formulation
In the estimation problem (20), and subsequently (21), the matrices W and T are introduced as arbitrary
positive definite matrices. One can see that the mathematical arguments (up to Theorem 7) only require
the fact that W and T do not depend on g. This provides the opportunity of choosing them such that a
change of variables lead to a convex formulation. In fact, we set W := P2 and T := P. Note that for any
x ∈ Rn, one has ‖x‖P2 = ‖Px‖. Accordingly, we have
ns∑
i=1
‖yi − T−1g(xi)‖2W =
ns∑
i=1
‖Pyi − g(xi)‖2. (32)
Therefore, optimization problem (21) can be modified to give
min
g∈HK, PI
ns∑
i=1
‖Pyi − g(xi)‖2 + λ‖g‖2HK
s.t. zTi g(zi) ≤ −‖zi‖2, ∀i = 1, . . . , ng,
1
2(Dg(0) + Dg(0)
T)  −I,
g(0) = 0.
(33)
One can see that (33) is a convex optimization problem which by Theorem 5 has a unique solution of the
form
g∗ =
p∑
i=0
Kxiai +
n∑
j=1
∂1jK0bj . (34)
By substituting the solution (34) into (33), we obtain a finite problem (analogous to (27)) as
min
PI, a∈Rnm
D∈Rn×n
ns∑
i=1
‖Pyi −Kia‖2 + λaTKa
s.t. xTi Kia ≤ −‖xi‖2, ∀i = p− ng + 1, . . . , p,
D =
[
Km−n+1a . . . Km−1a Kma
]
,
1
2(D + D
T)  −I,
K0a = 0.
(35)
In the case of diagonal kernels, the modified version of (31) is the following
min
A∈Rn×m, PI
∑ns
i=1 ‖Pyi −AKi‖2 + λ tr
(
AKAT
)
s.t. xTi AKi ≤ −‖xi‖2, ∀i = p− ng + 1, . . . , p,
1
2(AJ + J
TAT)  −I,
AK0 = 0.
(36)
Based on the above discussion, we have the following proposition.
Propositon 9. The optimization problems (35) and (36) are feasible convex programs with strongly convex
objective functions. Therefore, each of (35) and (36) admits a unique solution.
Remark 4. Due to convexity of optimization problems (35) and (36), one can use off-the-shelf optimization
solvers, like CVX [18], in order to obtain the solutions.
Remark 5. One should note that once P and g are obtained, the vector field f is calculated as P−1g.
5 Numerical Experiments
In this section, we discuss a numerical example. To this end, consider the dynamical system defined as
x˙1 = −5x2 − 4x1 + x1x22 − 6x31,
x˙2 = −20x1 − 4x2 + 4x21x2 + x32.
(37)
For system (37), (x1, x2) = 0 is a stable equilibrium point, which is attracting in region Ω defined as
Ω := B(0, 1.5). Assume that this information is provided as prior knowledge. Moreover, we consider two
trajectories of the system, starting from x0 = (1,−1) and x0 = (−1,−1)), and take samples from each
of them at different 19 locations with an additive measurement noise of N (0, σ2) where σ2 = 0.001. For
identifying (37), we take two approaches: 1) we utilize the prior knowledge on the ROA and solve (36), 2)
only the stability of the equilibrium point is considered and we solve a modified version of (36) where
P = I and the grid constraints are removed. Let the corresponding solutions be denoted by fˆ and fˇ ,
respectively. The main difference of these two approaches is the inclusion of the prior knowledge on the
region of attraction in the estimation method. Accordingly, the comparison of fˆ and fˇ can reflect the
impact and the potential leverage of using the prior knowledge of the ROA on the estimation. For Z, we
take a uniform polar grid of size ng = 300 inside Ω. Given these settings, we obtain estimations fˆ and
fˇ . The results are shown in Figure 1. The calculated coefficient of determination in the unit square, also
known as R squared, for fˆ and fˇ is 93.6% and 80.4%, respectively.
Let xf , xfˆ and xfˇ denote the trajectories generated from f , fˆ and fˇ , respectively. We consider initial
points x0 = (−1, 1), (−1.45, 0), (1, 1.5). The corresponding trajectories are shown in Figure 2. For point
x0 = (−1, 1) ∈ Ω, all of the trajectories goes to the equilibrium point (0, 0). One can see that trajectory
xfˆ stays close to the trajectory of true system, xf , while xfˇ deviates from xf significantly. Starting from
x0 = (−1.45, 0) ∈ Ω, trajectories xf and xfˇ stay close to each other and converge to (0, 0), meanwhile xfˇ
diverges. This confirms that the prior knowledge is satisfied by the estimated vector field fˆ . Finally, if
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Figure 1: The figure shows coordinates of vector fields f (black), fˆ (magenta), the estimation with ROA
prior knowledge, and fˇ (green), estimation without the ROA prior knowledge.
x0 = (−1.45, 0) /∈ ROA, trajectory xf as well as trajectory xfˆ diverge. However, xfˇ converges to (0, 0)
which is not expected.
6 Conclusion
We have discussed nonlinear system identification when in addition to the measurement data, prior knowl-
edge is available on a subset of the region of attraction (ROA) of an equilibrium point. The proposed
identification method is an optimization problem minimizing the fitting error and guaranteeing the desired
stability property. The resulting problem is a joint identification of the dynamics as well as a Lyapunov
function for the stability property. Due to the functional hypothesis space for the dynamics and the Lie
derivative inequalities for the stability, a bilinear infinite-dimensional optimization problem with infinite
number of constraints is obtained. To get a tractable formulation, we consider a sufficient suitable finite
subset of the constraints. The resulting problem admits a solution in form of a linear combination of the
sections of the kernel and its derivatives. Subsequently, by a change of variable, we obtain a convex refor-
-1 0 1
-1
0
1
2
Figure 2: The different trajectories generated by the system (solid black), the estimated system with ROA
prior knowledge, fˆ , (dotted magenta) and the estimation without the prior knowledge, fˇ , (dashed cyan).
The circle shows the boundary of Ω which is the prior knowledge of the ROA.
mulation of the problem. Moreover, for reducing the number of hyperparameters, the optimization problem
is adapted to the case of diagonal kernels. We have verified the approach and illustrated the results on an
example. The fitting error for the estimation is low, and the estimated vector field confirms the expected
behavior in the given subset of the ROA. In order to assess the impact of the prior knowledge, we have
compared the method with an approach where the prior knowledge is not exploited. The comparison con-
firms the significance of the impact of the prior knowledge on the precision of the estimation and on the
global behavior of the estimated system.
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